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Kungsholmens Gymnasium is an upper secondary school located in central Stockholm and  is part of 

the Swedish state school system. Students receive tuition in the Natural Science Programme, the 

Social Science Programme or the Humanistic Programme. Admission to this school is very 

competitive and the school has a tradition of academic excellence. Many of its graduates have gone on 

to study at top universitites in Sweden and abroad.  

I was Emelie Beckman’s teacher in Drama this year (2020 -2021)  and I know this pupil sufficiently to 

write a letter of recommendation for her. 

Emelie is a very dedicated and hard-working pupil and reaches high results whether working with a 

group or individually. In group work she shows strong communication skills and is also a team player. 

Some of her group work involved Emelie working as a director with two other student actors in a 

scene she wrote herself. Another group project had Emelie work with two other students in a number 

from the musical ‘Dear Evan Hansen’. Both of these projects involved Emelie working closely with 

text analysis and collaborating with others to produce a final product.  

Individually, Emelie has also worked on a longer project: a hypothetical detailed funding application 

for a dramatization of the novel ‘Catcher in the Rye’. Again, this project involved close textual 

analysis and had to propose how such a production would look in terms of scenography and costumes 

/ props, and also how the acting might be dealt with, by including a video recorded scene. Here Emelie 

showed very strong ability to edit and analyze text, visualize text in images of lighting, set and overall 

look of production, and also perform as an actor.  

I am also coordinator for two of the schools more popular and long-running projects: Shakespeare Day 

and Drama Day, which involves class productions of Shakespeare and also dramatizations or artistic 

interpretations of more contemporary fiction. For these projects, Emelie played the role of Juliet in 

Romeo and Juliet in her class (radio) production of the play, and she also created a work incorporating 

poetry and painting inspired by the novel ‘Purple Hibiscus’. 

Overall I see Emelie as a very talented, resourceful and intelligent pupil with strong creative potential, 

who, with text as her starting point, excels in producing arresting art of many different disciplines 

from  performance to creative writing to visual art.  

I warmly recommend her for further studies at your institution. 

Best regards, 

Gary Clarke 

Teacher of Drama, Art and English 

garyclarke@edu.stockholm.se 

 


